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Verona Rafting 

"Wading through the Waters"

Experience a thrilling tour through the Adige river or the downtown

waters when you take a rafting tour with Verona Rafting. An exciting

experience for those who love the waters and people with an outdoorsy

side, this rafting tour takes you through some of the most scenic spots in

the city. Their guides are extremely knowledgeable and are always happy

to answer your questions. This informative tour mingled with the right

amount of adrenaline rush is a must try activity when in town!

 www.veronarafting.it/  info@veronarafting.it  Lungadige Galtarossa 28A, Verona
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Piper 

"Local Party Hub"

Piper is one of the most boisterous and happening places in the city. The

establishment is ideal for all kinds of crowds including families, party

hoppers, hipsters, and older people. Piper is divided into a restaurant,

lounge, and a terrace; all spaces features elegant decor and have

spaciously laid out tables for comfortable seating. Enjoy crafty cocktails at

their lounge and indulge in intimate conversations with your special

someone. The restaurant proffers panoramic views of the city and is a

child-friendly space with a play area for the little ones. The restaurant is

known for serving delectable seasonal specialties that will definitely

please the gourmands. It is also ideal for private celebrations. The terrace

area is ideal for when the weather is in your favor. Sip onto your drinks as

you appreciate the beautiful view of the city.

 +39 045 892 2324  www.piperverona.it/  info@piperverona.it  Via Torricelle 7A, Verona
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Berfi's Club 

"Night Club & Restaurant"

This night club/restaurant has been part of the Veronese night-time scene

for some time: it could be called a "historic" club. It is open on Fridays,

Saturdays and Sundays, as would be expected, as well as for occasional

weekday events in conjunction with the University, on Wednesdays' for

example. The venue is not huge. The larger room plays mainly commercial

hits, and features well known DJs, while in the more intimate area,

dubbed "Caffè degli Artisti", there are various kinds of live music,

including occasional appearances from the singer Fiordaliso. The

restaurant "Il Cantuccio" is accessed from the club, and dinner is included

in the entrance fee.

 +39 351 907 5474  www.berfis.com/  berfis@berfis.com  Via Lussemburgo 1, Verona
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Discoteca Dorian Gray 

"Legend Of Dorian Gray"

Named after one of Oscar Wilde's creepiest characters, Discoteca Dorian

Gray's pulsating parties have made it an absolute must-visit club in

Verona. With a star studded line-up of bands and DJs, Dorian Gray

attracts people from all over the world. A number of events, theme nights

and high-profile parties are also organised, that raise the intensity of

excitement at the club. It can also be hired for private bashes, birthday

celebrations and business events. While here, be sure to try their

delectable pizzas, which are the highlight in the menu.

 +39 045 54 0206  www.discotecadoriangray.

it/

 info@discotecadoriangray.i

t

 Via Belobono 13, Verona
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